Hello, Welcome aboard EscBoats. Inside you will find
information regarding our Electric Powered Boats. Our
website www.EscBoats.com is another good source for
information as well.
We look forward to answering any questions and building
a boat for you.
Thanks, Mike Novy

Experience a relaxing and serine time out on the water in one of our
electric deck boats. Their low maintenance easy plug and play
ownership is just a click away.
Aid your escape out on the water in the Esc’ADE. Our flagship
model is powered by Minn Kota’s 112lb thrust motor that features a
traditional steering wheel helm control and electric trim and tilt.
Features of the Esc’ADE deck boat











Carpeted Deck
Stainless Handrails
Comfortable Furniture +2 Position Backrest
Canopy/Bimini
Radio that also allows plug in of personal music devices
Helm Control with Steering Wheel and Throttle Control with
Digital Readout
Storage under the Helm Seat Pads
On Board Chargers
Courtesy Lights
Coast Guard Approved Running, Anchor Lights and Bilge Pumps

The Key to your escape may be the Esc’KEY Electric Deck Boat.
Along with all the on board amenities of the Esc’ADE, the Esc’KEY has
ambidextrous centralized helm control with tiller steering and manual
motor storage. It is powered by one of Minn Kota’s variable speed 112lb
thrust motor.

The Esc’KEY is propelled by a Minn Kota 112lb thrust motor that propels
this 36vdc model at 4.5mph. It is steered by a comfortable and easily
reached tiller handle mounted between the 2 helm seat cushions
allowing either left or right side control of the boat. Forward and
reverse speeds are dialed in with the simple easy to reach dash
mounted knob. The motor is raised or employed in the stern of the boat
by lifting or lowering the D handle on the motor tube.

General Platform - Common Features (All EscBoats)
The Electric deck boats we make are all based on the same
6’ 2” x 13’ 2” platform that seats up to 6 people.
Optional Equipment/Accessories:










Swim Ladders - Temporary or Telescoping
Snack Table
Canopy/Bimini Top
Mooring Cover or Storage Cover
Individual Component Covers
Marine Batteries
Anchor Winch – Bow and/or Stern Mount
Custom Boat Trailer
Custom Colors: Carpet, Bimini Top

2020 Price List
Base Price - Esc’KEY
$9,800
Base Price - Esc’ADE
$14,500
Email for a Quote
escboatssales@gmail.com

About EscBoats
We are located in Grand Rapids, MI and believe in building quality boats
for you to enjoy on the water! Over here at EscBoats we enjoy outdoor
activities and would live on the water if we could. Our familiarity with the
boat comes from the many combined years as former employees of both
Leisure Life Ltd.® and Johnson Outdoors Watercraft®. We are very
proud and excited to be building this boat again and look forward to
building one for you.
The Esc’KEY and Esc’ADE originally launched by Leisure Life Ltd.® as
the ElDeBo® and then by Johnson Outdoors Watercraft® as the Escape
Cruz Electric Deck Boat®. Those models have been enjoyed for many
years by thousands of boat owners. EscBoat's unplug and play nature
provides a fun, easy going, low maintenance pleasure craft that
enhances your on-the-water enjoyment and adventure.
EscBoats has taken the best design elements from the ElDeBo® and
Escape Cruz Electric Deck Boat® and added upgraded materials,
components, and assembly techniques. Additionally, the Minn Kota®
propulsion system has been upgraded and is now digitally controlled. All
things considered we feel that the Esc’ADE is the most refined model to
date and is easily the best electric deck boat in its class.

Propulsion Systems
Our line of Electric Deck Boats offers 4 different propulsion systems.
The Esc’ADE uses a 36 volt, 3 battery system and has the benefit of
electrically deployed and retrieved 112lb motor controlled from the helm
console. It has a top speed of 4.6 mph. Top speed can be maintained as
long as 5-6 hours between charging depending on cruising speed chosen,
charge status and condition of the battery’s along with other factors.
The Esc’KEY has a 36 volt 3 battery system and the 112lb thrust motor is
simply manually deployed and retrieved from the stern of the boat with a
top speed of 4.6 mph. Like all electrically powered boats there are many
factors that influence run time. Its top speed can be maintained for 5-6
hours between charges depending on charge status and condition of the
batteries along with other factors.
Other Factors that lessen run time can be anything that uses energy from
the batteries. They can include; ambient heat, age of the batteries,
charge status at the beginning of a ride, how much the accessories have
been used, etc.
Note: run time at top speed specifications are listed for comparison only.
Running any of these systems at less than top speed greatly increases
total run time between charges.
Deploying and retrieving the motor on the Esc’KEY is very simple. By
turning the motor handle at the stern a quarter turn to the left then
lowering 10” is all that is needed to deploy. Reversing this process
retrieves the motor. It is similar to lifting or lowering a 5 gallon bucket ½
full of water (20-25lbs) at 10”, very simple. It is advised not leave these
motors in the water while not in use for extended periods of time, storing
out of the water will help realize the longest possible life span of the
motor.

Upgrading, Refurbishing Services
The Esc’KEY and Esc’ADE were originally launched by Leisure Life
Ltd.® as the ElDeBo® and then by Johnson Outdoors Watercraft® as
the Escape Cruz Electric Deck Boat®.
We take trade-ins, rebuilds, repair and sell older models also. Your
used boat is completely rebuilt with the new tiller steering &
propulsion and any additional options you desire.

Send us an email and we can help.
Website: www.EscBoats.com
Sales: escboatssales@gmail.com
Refurbish/Upgrade Consult: escboatsrefurb@gmail.com

1600 Marshall Avenue
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507
2020

